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A conclusion to the trilogy that includes Storm Riders finds Captain Stephano de Guichen leading
the Dragon Brigade to the land of the attacking Bottom Dwellers to unlock the heretical secrets
of contramagic that are being used against the rest of humanity.
Adapting the second Dragonlance novel by Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman! Krynn was once a
peaceful world, where the native races managed to coexist, if only through tolerating one
another. That time is gone. The friendship that helped win the first real battle against the
force of darkness is now split, torn apart by conflict, and a long, bitter winter will pass
before they are reunited. But, the dragon armies of the evil goddess Takhissis are leaving a
trail of devastation across the land and a small group of companions is the only thing that
stands against her. Collects the Dragons of Winter Night four-issue series.
This annotated version of "Dragons of Autumn Twilight, Dragons of Winter Night" and "Dragons of
Spring Dawning" contains extensive notes by the bestselling authors, as well as commentary from
the original members of the Dragonlance conceptual team.
This anthology collects tales of love and war as they affect the characters of Krynn, including
the story "Raistlin's Daughter" by Margaret Weis and Dezra Despain, as well as works by Richard
A. Knaak, Nick O'Donohoe, Nancy Varian Berberick, Paul B. Thompson and Tonya C. Cook, Kevin
Randle, and others. Reprint.
The Search for Power
Dragons of Summer Flame
The Immortals
Amber and Ashes
Lost Chronicles, Volume One
The regiment of draconian engineers featured in The Doom Brigade seek a safe haven for their precious cargo of young draconians. All they have to
do is stay alive. Surely that shouldn't be too hard. But Commander Kang puzzles over a sinister mystery. Why are some of his men vanishing? Kang will
have to use draconian measures to defeat his foes and save his race. They'd better be enough -- the fate of his entire race hangs in the balance.
First launched over a decade ago, the Preludes series has continued to prove popular with Dragonlance fans. This digital release of Flint the King
showcases a new look that is also reflected in the other recovers of this series. The title features cover art from lead Dragonlance saga artist Matt
Stawicki. Before the War of the Lance The peaceful life of Flint Fireforge is disturbed when he is forced to leave Solace and return to his dwarven
homeland to investigate his brother's murder. As he delves into the mystery, unexpected allies and unseen enemies join the fight of truth against
treachery. Flint soon discovers that to bring his brother's killer to justice, he must either die or become king. He's not sure which choice might be
worse.
The Companions fight their own battles as the Golden General leads the forces of good to war.
In a twenty-first-century America ravaged by disease and stifled by martial law, one man, Michael Barris, a wealthy interactive-television mogul with a
controversial past, challenges the system and becomes the sole hope of a desperate world.
Dragonlance Destinies: Volume 1
Legends of the Twins
Art of the Dragonlance Saga
Tales from the War of Souls
Tales of the Fifth Age

Finally armed with dragonlances, a group of heroes, composed of a knight, barbarian, dwarf, and half-elf, face a
deadly showdown with the evil dragons and Takhisis, the Queen of Darkness
Nine short stories and a novel journey to the magical world of Krynn and feature the strange creatures and races of
Krynn, along with an appearance by the Companions of the Lance and the twins Caramon and Raistlin. Reissue.
What began as a hopeful reunion of friends has turned into a nightmare. The companions voced to protect a
beautiful barbarian princess and the mystical staff she bears. But they never dreamed the price would be so high.
As the Companions stand on the threshold of victory against the Queen of Darkness, they find themselves at risk of
losing everything they have fought for when a new darkness surfaces from within, testing their alliance and faith.
The Doom Brigade
The Magic of Krynn
Dragonlance Chronicles, Vol. 1: Dragons of Autumn Twilight
Draconian Measures
An anthology of short fiction captures the world of the diverse dragons of Krynn, along with the dragon-slayers and magic users
who study the powerful creatures.
The Chronicles retold--from evil's point of view. The story starts in Neraka, where Kitiara uth Matar and Emperor Ariakas hatch a
plan to retrieve a dragon orb and thereby destroy Solamnia and the Companions in one fell swoop. But the guardian of the dragon
orb, Highlord Feal-Thas, disagrees with this plan. Kitiara must go to Ice Wall to force him to accept Ariakas' will, but her journey
does not end there. Thrown out of favor, she conceives a daring plan to enlist the aid of the most feared beings on Krynn--Lord
Soth and the Dark Queen. Meanwhile, Laurana and the Companions retrieve the dragon orb and take it back to Solamnia--not
knowing that they bring their allies' doom with them. The second volume of a new trilogy from celebrated authors Margaret Weis
and Tracy Hickman, The Lost Chronicles details the famed War of the Lance from the perspective of the evil that menaces Krynn.
The books are written in such a way that they will be marvelous complements to the original Chronicles, while at the same time
accessible and exciting to new readers. From the Paperback edition.
The Soulforge: At the age of six, Raistlin Majere is enrolled in a school for magic. As he draws near his goal of becoming a wizard,
he must take a test in the Tower of High Sorcery, which will change his life-- if he survives.
One hundred years after the fiery Cataclysm, Caramon and Crysania find themselves aiding the mage's unholy quest to master
the Queen of Darknss.
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Dragons of the Highlord Skies
Dragons of the War of Souls
Legends Gift Set
The Seventh Sigil
The Annotated Chronicles
The first title in the second Dragonlance novel trilogy is now available for the first time in hardcover.
War can get a fellow killed. The fearless draconians of the War of the Lance have retired from the field of battle to a pleasant valley in the Kharolis Mountains.
Well, it would be pleasant, if it weren't for some dwarves, whose irritating feuding prevents the draconians from realizing their greatest hope -- the ability to
continue their doomed race. When the dwarves discover a map leading to a fortune buried in the dwarven kingdom of Thorbardin, the draconians are swept up
in a feverish race for treasure. Little do both sides realize that they are part of the strange and terrible destiny descending upon Krynn during the Summer of
Flame. A desinty that includes the children of Chaos . . . the fire dragons! The Doom Brigade is the first installment in The Chaos War series, stories set during
the war of the Dragons of Summer Flame, the New York Times best-selling novel co-authored by Margaret Weis.
Return to the mystical world of Krynn, where the heroic Companions continue their fantastical adventures—and face their greatest challenge yet With the return
of the dragon minions of Takhisis, the Queen of Dragons, the land of Krynn has become more dangerous than ever. But as the nations of Krynn prepare to fight
for their homes, their lives, and their freedom, longstanding hatreds and prejudices interfere. When fighting breaks out among the races, it seems the battle is lost
before it even begins. Meanwhile, the heroic Companions have been torn apart by war. A full season will pass before they meet again—if they meet again.
Raistlin has made an ominous prediction, one that implies not all of the Companions will survive the fight. His warning, along with sinister dreams, haunt the
friends as they search for the weapons that will stop the Dark Queen in her tracks: the mysterious Dragon Orbs and legendary Dragonlance. Another riveting tale
in the Dragonlance Chronicles, Dragons of Winter Night is an action-packed adventure in which the true value of love and friendship is measured against the
backdrop of a catastrophic war between good and evil. Dragons of Winter Night is the second book in the Dragonlance Chronicles.
A collection of short stories featuring the strange and divergent races of Krynn depicts the rise and fall of life on Krynn during the years before the Cataclysm.
Reissue.
Dragons of Spring Dawning
Dragonlance Chronicles 2
Test of the Twins
Nightmare Lands
Dragons of Winter Night
This slip-covered gift box set of three core titles from the Dragonlance saga contains "Time of the
Twins, War of the Twins" and "Test of the Twins, " all of which were authored by "New York Times"
bestselling authors Weis and Hickman.
Adapting the mega-popular first novel in the Dragonlance Chronicles Trilogy by Margaret Weis. An age of
despair has dawned for the world of Krynn. As dark forces marshal their growing strength, fear and
religious fanaticism grips the land. With war on the horizon, a group of lifelong friends are reunited,
all outcasts in their own way. It will fall to these eight companions to prevent a cataclysm! Collects
the 8-issue series originally published by Devil's Due.
Dragonlance Chronicles
Dragons from the distant past gather to engulf the world of Krynn in war.
The Raistlin Chronicles
Dragonlance 1
The Annotated Legends
The Reign of Istar
Preludes

When his brother vanishes mysteriously, Galen Pathwarden must set aside his cowardice, scheming, and boredom, and venture
under the earth to find him in a nightmarish subterranean world, in the sequel to Weasel's Luck. Reissue.
Adapts the third volume of the epic trilogy by Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman. Armed with the legendary Dragonlance, the
Companions begin the final battle against the evil goddess Takhisis and her legions! But even as hope begins to spring, secrets
long dormant threaten to render their sacrifice meaningless! Collects the entire 12-issue series.
The Companions separate as the land is torn apart by war, with some journeying to the Icewall, and the others attempting to help
an elf princess save her home.
Primed for a battle between good and evil, Raistlin, the corrupt mage, returns to the Dragonlance series, along with a new
generation of characters, the inheritors of the fabled Heroes of the Lance. Reissue.
Galen Beknighted
Dragons of Deceit
War of the Twins
Dragons of the Hourglass Mage
Shadow Raiders

Collects eleven stories set during the War of Souls about forbidding places and dangerous creatures, including dragons, Qualinesti rebels,
gnomes, and ghosts.
This source book allows gamers to experience the adventure of the Legends of the Twins trilogy for the first time, either by playing out the
events of the popular novels or by taking the themes of time travel, spiritual journeys, and redemption and using them in all-new campaigns.
Full color.
Relics and Omens Old companions and fresh heroes. New and ever more fantastical creatures and monsters. Banished gods and lost magic.
Dragon overlords are taking over the world of Krynn. The Chaos War is ending. The Fifth Age is beginning. A collection of fantastical short
stories exploring the new Fifth Age setting from the best known Dragonlance writers.
When dragons invade the land of Krynn, a small band of heroes, including a knight, barbarian, dwarf, and half-elf, begin the search for the
magical Dragon Orb and Dragonlance.
Flint the King
Night of the Dragons
The Search for Magic
Relics & Omens
Dragons of Autumn Twilight

Tanis Half-Elven... Flint Fireforge... Tasslehoff Burfoot... the classic Dragonlance characters are back!
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Picking up where the first book of the classic Dragonlance Chronicles left off, this tale follows the
Companions of the Lance on their adventures following the rescue of the refugees of Pax Tharkas. Flint
and Tanis Half-Elven travel to the dwarven kingdom of Thorbardin, while the rest of the Companions
confront challenges of their own.
Between Chronicles and Legends, what made Raistlin aspire to godhood? Raistlin Majere has become a
Black Robe wizard and travels to Neraka, the lord city of the Dark Queen, ostensibly to work for her,
though in reality he means to further his own quest for power. But Takhisis finds out that the dragon orb
has entered her city and sends her draconians to find and destroy the wizard who has it in his possession.
Before her agents can strike, though, Raistlin finds out that Takhisis means to take control of all
wizardly magic. She has ordered Kitiara to set a trap for the Gods of Magic on the Night of the Eye, when
all the high-ranking wizards will be in Neraka to celebrate. As the forces of light, with help from the good
dragons, are turning the tide of battle, Raistlin is forced to flee, for his foes are closing in on him. As the
Dragon Highlords vie for the Crown of Power in the Temple of the Dark Queen, Raistlin Majere wages his
own desperate battle against Takhisis in the dungeons below and meets again the brother he betrayed.
The fate of the world hangs in the balance.
An omnibus edition containing the three novels in the Legends series is accompanied by extensive notes
by the authors, as well as commentary from the original members of the Dragonlance setting conceptual
team.
A continuation of the saga of the War of Souls follows Mina as she makes her way through the dangerous
chaos of postwar Krynn.
Dragons of the Dwarven Depths
Dragonlance Chronicles
Love and War
A Dawn of Dragons
Time of the Twins
In the first book of The Dragon Brigade series, a crucial scientific discovery threatens the balance of
power between the rival empires of Freya and Rosia, where magic is intrinsic and incorporated into their
technological devices.
Hope's Flame
Dragonlance Chronicles Volume 3
Lost Chronicles, Volume Three
Time of the Twins, War of the Twins, and Test of the Twins
Lost Chronicles, Volume Two
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